This chapter briefly summarizes our state of knowledge about the upper atmosphere and plasma environment of Venus. This is followed by a discussion of some of the outstanding remaining issues in the field beginning with the Venus Express epoch and continuing to Planet C and beyond. We compare with other planets, especially Mars, and emphasize open issues. The goal is to highlight key outstanding problems rather than to be encyclopedic, and to acknowledge opposing views in order to determine where progress needs to be made.
INTRoduCTIoN
Early in the space age Venus was our most thoroughly explored planetary neighbor. While its surface was inhospitable, its proximity to both the Earth and the Sun made it the most frequent target of flyby missions, atmospheric probes and orbiters. Mariner 2 ,5 and 10, a dozen Venera probes, orbiters and landers together with the Pioneer Venus orbiter and probes successfully returned a plethora of data. These were followed by a pair of balloons deployed by Vega 1 and 2 and the Venera and Magellan radar measurements. Then the Venus program became silent and no further missions were targeted for that destination, except for a couple of outer planet missions seeking gravitational boosts on their way to Jupiter and Saturn. only in April 2006 when Venus Express was safely inserted into orbit, did Venus exploration spring back to life.
It was clear from the initial flyby of Mariner 2 that the intrinsic magnetic field of Venus was weak, but the determination of how weak remained for the long-duration Pioneer Venus orbiter (PVo) mission. unlike the other seven planets studied to date, an intrinsic planetary magnetic field plays no role in Venus' interaction with the solar wind. Venus is the prototypical body with a purely atmospheric/ionospheric interaction with the solar wind. Pioneer Venus arrived at solar maximum when the ionospheric pressure was high and made measurements at low altitude for only two years. Then gravitational perturbations raised the altitude of periapsis out of the Venus ionosphere, while at the same time the ionosphere weakened with the decreasing phase of the solar activity cycle and the associated EuV flux. After another 12 years had passed, for a brief period before PVo entered the atmosphere for the last time as its orbit decayed, it again measured the upper atmosphere and ionosphere at solar maximum. Thus much of our detailed understanding of the interaction is based on solar maximum in-situ measurements when the ionosphere is highly electrically conducting and extends to moderately high altitudes. This situation leads to the virtually complete exclusion of the solar wind from the ionosphere by the magnetic barrier established by electromagnetic induction in the electrically conducting ionosphere.
our basic picture of the solar wind interaction with the atmosphere and ionosphere of Venus from the results of the PVo mission is illustrated in Figure 1 . The magnetic field of the Sun and hence of the solar wind vectorially sums to zero. It is outward as much as inward, upward as much as downward, and eastward as much as westward. At Venus the interplanetary magnetic field sums almost identically to zero every solar rotation (about 28 Earth days seen from Venus) but in actuality sums very close to zero in much shorter time periods. These time scales are too short for the field to diffuse into the conducting ionosphere or equivalently for the shielding currents flowing on the ionopause to resistively decay. The interplanetary magnetic field and the solar wind plasma pile up outside the ionospheric obstacle and deflect the solar wind around the planet. Because the solar wind is supersonic, a bow shock forms on the upstream side of this obstacle to its flow. The bow shock is the outermost indication that the Venus ionosphere is capable of balancing most, if not all, of the incident solar wind pressure by means of induced currents, in analogy with magnetospheric obstacles to the solar wind flow. however, the similarities between the two solar wind interactions stop at the obstacle boundary.
The Earth's magnetic field shields the Earth's atmosphere by deflecting the solar wind flow far above the Earth's atmosphere. In contrast the exosphere of Venus penetrates the solar wind because dissociative recombination of o 2 + in the ionosphere creates a hot o corona that extends to 4000 km altitude. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the exosphere extending far above the exobase at about 250 km altitude.
The zeroth order picture of the Venus ionosphere as a virtually impenetrable conducting obstacle is modified slightly when the solar wind dynamic pressure becomes enhanced. The boundary of the solar wind interaction, the ionopause shown in Figure 2 , moves closer to Venus where the ionosphere is collisional, the currents are resistive, and the magnetic field can diffuse into the ionosphere. The solar wind can apply tangential stress to the ionosphere and scavenge plasma out of the ionosphere at the boundary between the two. The upper atmosphere also finds itself exposed to flowing solar wind. Any newly created ions in the region above the upper boundary of the ionosphere will experience the interplanetary electric field and be convicted downstream with the solar wind flow. As noted above, this interaction is sensitive to the phase of the solar activity cycle, so the arrival of Venus Express at the heretofore unexplored solar minimum is very welcome.
While the exploration of Venus has lain in abeyance for almost 15 years, needed progress has been made in other areas, especially in understanding the structure and dynamics of the solar wind and its dependence on the solar activity cycle. We had glimmerings of this toward the end of the Pioneer Venus mission but the more complete modern understanding of interplanetary phenomena has given us much deeper appreciation of the variability of the solar wind interaction with Venus, especially at solar maximum. As we discuss below, we need to examine the solar wind interaction with Venus most carefully at these times. For just as many geologic features were carved in the Earth's crust by the extreme events rather than slow erosion at more normal times, so too we believe much of the atmospheric loss occurs during these infrequent but strong interactions.
Extreme solar wind conditions lead to magnetized ionospheres and magnetized ionospheres lead to magnetic fields below the ionosphere . under such conditions we may be able to sound the electrical conductivity of the interior of Venus, but, although the means to explore this possibility exist via balloons, or aerostats, we have yet to develop plans for such exploration.
Also in the interim, the detection of lightning from telescopes on Earth [hansell et al., 1995] should have removed the last objection to the interpretation of purported lightningassociated radio waves, plasma waves and optical signals from orbit, (and from the surface). The importance of lightning depends on its intensity and occurrence rate. Since we have effectively established that lightning occurs, we need to determine how much is present, its intensity and location, as well as its implications.
In the Sections that follow we examine first our current understanding of the ionosphere and what questions remain after PVo. The important potential consequences of the ionospheric properties and the solar wind interaction for the evolution of the planet are then considered the possible loss of a significant amount of water from the planet over the course of its history wherein the solar wind interaction plays a critical role. [Donahue and Russell, 1997] A key element in this discussion is solar variability, both the EuV flux and the eruptive disturbances in the active solar corona that can lead to enhanced atmospheric loss. We also examine briefly what we expect to learn with Venus Express. Then we examine what more we can learn about the solid body of the planet with magnetic measurements and finally we examine the controversy concerning the existence of lightning in the atmosphere of Venus.
ThE IoNoSPhERE oF VENuS: WhAT IS KNoWN
ANd WhAT STILL REMAINS To BE LEARNEd AT ThIS TIME?
We know more about the upper atmosphere and ionosphere system of Venus than any other solar system body besides the Earth. This is mainly the result of the extensive and extended observations by the Pioneer Venus orbiter during its 14-year lifetime. however, there remain outstanding unanswered questions of considerable importance in spite of PVo's accomplishments, and in many cases because PVo observations allow us to ask more detailed and specific ones. here we briefly summarize what we know about the ionosphere and what issues still need to be addressed.
The major source of ionization at Venus is solar extreme ultraviolet (EuV) radiation. The photoionization rate peaks near an altitude of about 140 km above the surface of the planet. The main neutral constituent at this altitude is Co 2 , with about 15% of atomic oxygen also present. Although the major initial ion is Co 2 + the presence of atomic oxygen leads to chemical reactions making o 2 + as the major ion at these altitudes. The main ion chemistry is shown in Figure 3 , and Figure 4 shows measured and calculated ion densities. The transition from o 2 + to o + as the major ion takes place near 200 km. The electron density peak is a photochemical peak whereas the peak o + density is analogous to the terrestrial F 2 peak.
The chemical lifetime in the Venus daytime ionosphere becomes comparable to the transport lifetime near 200 km, which is also the approximate altitude of the exobase. Measurements of the ion velocities [Miller and Whitten, 1991] have indicated that the horizontal velocity increases with altitude and with solar zenith angle, reaching a few km/sec at the terminator and becoming supersonic on the nightside. These velocities are driven mainly by day to night pressure gradients.
There is generally a sharp break in the topside ionospheric density at an altitude where thermal plasma pressure is approximately equal to the magnetic pressure. This sharp gradient in the ionospheric thermal plasma density is called the ionopause. The pressure transition is a form of tangential discontinuity in magnetohydrodynamic terminology. The sum of these two pressures is equal to the dynamic pressure of the unperturbed solar wind outside the bow shock. In the ionosphere there is a pressure gradient balanceing the weight of the ionosphere above that point and the solar wind pressure. When the solar wind pressure increases, the height of the ionopause must decrease, but it levels off near 300 km when the pressure exceeds about 4 x 10 -8 dynes cm -2 as shown in Figure 5a and collisions become important. Also, the mean ionopause height rises from about 350 km at the subsolar location to about 900 km at a solar zenith angle of 90 o , as indicated in Figure 5b .
The effective night on Venus lasts about 58 Earth days, during which time the ionosphere could be expected to disappear because no new photoions and electrons are created to replace the ones lost by recombination. Therefore, initially it was a surprise when Mariner 5 found a significant nightside ionosphere at Venus [Kliore et al., 1967) . Subsequently wide ranging measurements confirmed the existence of a nightside ionosphere. It is now well accepted that day to night plasma flows, along with direct electron impact ionization on the nightside are responsible for the observed densities; the relative importance of these two source mechanisms varies with solar cycle, solar wind pressure and the given species under consideration. The nightside ionosphere varies greatly with both time and location. order of magnitude changes have been seen by the instruments carried on PVo along a single path and/or between consecutive orbits. Terminology evolved that talked about disappearing ionospheres, ionospheric holes, tail rays, plasma clouds etc in order to attempt a classification of the different changing conditions. Figure 6 shows electron densities measured along a single orbit (PVo orbit 530), clearly showing two "ionospheric holes". Strong radial magnetic fields were found to be present in these holes, which allows easy escape of the thermal plasma into the tail region, [Hartle and Grebowski, 1990] , providing a plausible mechanism for these observed sharp density drops. of course the question remains why these magnetic fields are at certain locations and not others, or in other words what is the basic mechanism/reason for the appearance of these fields/holes.
The observed ion and electron temperatures at Venus are significantly higher than the neutral gas temperature and cannot be accounted for in terms of simple EuV heating and classical thermal conduction, processes controlling the behavior of the mid-latitude terrestrial ionosphere [Cravens et al., 1980] . Two proposed mechanisms which lead to calculated temperatures consistent with the observed ones are: 1) an ad-hoc energy source into the topside ionosphere and/or 2) reduced thermal conductivity. The latter reduces the downward heat flow and the eventual energy loss to the neutral gas at the lower altitudes. There are reasons to believe that both of these mechanisms are present, but no real clues which if either is dominant and/or how their relative importance may change with changing solar wind pressure, Nagy et al., 1980 [Cravens et al., 1980] . The plasma wave instrument carried by PVo did indicate the presence of wave activity at the top of the ionosphere. Estimates of the energy input into the ionosphere from this wave activity were of the order of 10 10 eV cm -2 , about the right value to again lead to calculated temperatures consistent with the observations, as indicated in Figure 8 . The situation is similar at Mars and the same suggestions also lead to calculations in line with the observed temperatures at that planet, A couple of more recent attempts have been made, using the PVo data base, to try to elucidate the relative contribution of these two proposed explanations for the observed temperatures, but they did not lead to any definitive conclusions [Dobe, et al., 1993; Nagy et al., 1997] . Gan et al. (1990) took a somewhat different approach to the energetics which was applicable to the case of the magnetized Venus ionosphere, in which "organized" large-scale Cravens et al., 1980) . magnetic fields are present. They solved the transport equation for superthermal electron (photoelectrons and incident solar wind electrons) fluxes along magnetic field lines and also solved the electron energy equation for Te along the field lines. They found that the rather high temperatures for this type of ionosphere could be explained by shocked solar wind electron fluxes entering the ionosphere. however, a clear understanding of the mechanism(s) controlling the energetics of the ionospheres of Venus and Mars is still unresolved as discussed in some detail by an earlier review paper [Nagy and Cravens, 1997] . The energetics are important in part because they determine the height of the pressure balance ionopause, which in turn affects the efficacy of various solar wind related atmospheric escape processes (also discussed in the next section of this paper).
The uV spectrometer carried by PVo did see what appeared to be auroral type of ultraviolet emission at 1304 and 1356 A, on the nightside of Venus. The observed intensities were on the order 4-10 R at 1304 A and 0.8-1.6 R at 1356. Fox and Stewart [1991] demonstrated that these emissions, which were highly variable, were caused by low energy electrons consistent with the measured fluxes [Knudsen and Miller, 1985] . Venus Express is likely to be able to shed some more light on the temporal and spatial variability of this uV aurora and also on the excitation source(s). Currently there are no plans for any measurements on the visible aurora at Venus.
A key role in the loss of oxygen from the atmospheres of Venus (as well as Mars) is played by exospheric hot atoms (e.g. the hot oxygen corona). The sources of hot atoms include: (1) charge exchange of hot ionospheric o + ions with other neutrals, (2) sputtering of exospheric oxygen by hot h atoms (also produced by charge exchange of hot ionospheric h + ions), (3) sputtering by incident solar wind ions and atmospheric ions accelerated or picked up in the solar wind, (4) hot o produced by the dissociative recombination of ionospheric o 2 + ions. The last mechanism is the dominant hot o source at Venus and Mars [cf. Nagy and Cravens, 1988; Fox and Hac, 1997] . Figure 9 shows measured and calculated hot oxygen profiles for Venus.
As the previous discussion explained [also see ionospheric review papers Brace et al., 1983; Nagy et al., 1983; Fox and Kliore, 1997] , o 2 + is the major ion species at Venus and is produced by the reaction of Co 2 + ions with neutral o or by the reaction of o + ions with Co 2 . The major loss mechanism for o 2 + is the dissociative recombination reaction:
(1)
The excess energy for a given branch is shown inside the [] brackets and the measured branching ratios are indicated by the numbers in the {} brackets [Schunk and Nagy, 2000] . The rate coefficient decreases with increasing temperature [Fox and Hac, 1997] . As indicated the reaction exothermicity is 6.95 eV, for ground state atoms, which implies a maximum the speed of about 6.5x10 5 cm/s. For Venus, even this speed is (1) ) (Adapted from Nagy and Cravens, 1988) less than the escape speed and this mechanism only produces atoms in ballistic trajectories. however, such non-escaping trajectories lead to a robust, far-reaching oxygen exosphere at Venus. A comparison with Mars is useful. At this planet, with its lower escape speed, about half of the o 2 + recombinations taking place above the exobase produce o atoms that can directly escape. however, the Martian ionospheric densities are lower than at Venus and the hot densities are correspondingly less.
Yet loss of o from the atmosphere occurs in a number of different ways. direct escape of o from dissociative recombination of o 2 + is not effective but photoionization (by solar photons) or solar wind electron impact ionization of the resulting exospheric oxygen population creates pick-up o + ions, which are often able to escape by being "carried off" by the solar wind. For Venus, this is an important loss process. Sputtering of this exospheric population by energetic solar wind protons is another escape mechanism of potential importance. oxygen can also be sputtered away by pickedup oxygen ions that impact the atmosphere instead of being carried down the wake. In the next section we focus on the issue of oxygen escape and its potential importance for Venus' evolutionary path.
AN oCEAN'S-WoRTh oF oxYGEN ESCAPE?
The question of whether post-accretion and post-impact era atmosphere escape has significantly affected Venus' atmosphere and perhaps climate history is very analogous to that for Mars. It has been speculated that Venus may have had a liquid water ocean and a milder climate in the first 1-2 billion years of its history, which it lost during a runawaygreenhouse catastrophe (e.g. Kumar et al., 1983; donahue and hartle, 1992; Chassefiere, 1997; Kulikov et al., 2006) . But the surface evidence for that hypothetical early ocean is largely hidden from us by the clouds and lack of samples that might contain hydrated minerals and other signs of crustal alteration by water. on the other hand, the atmosphere may provide us with the needed evidence for this early ocean if we can but properly interpret it.
Current Loss Rates
Current-day atmosphere escape rates on this weakly magnetized planet, though poorly constrained by observations, are estimated to be modest. These include thermal (Jeans) escape and photochemically induced nonthermal escape of neutral atoms, both sensitive to the solar EuV flux (e.g. McElroy et al., 1982; Kumar et al., 1982; Nagy and Cravens, 1988) , and solar wind interaction-related mechanisms (e.g. Brace et al., 1995; Luhmann and Bauer, 1992) . The latter involve pickup or acceleration and direct escape of ionized species from the collisionless or weakly collisional regions of the upper atmosphere. Planetary ions are picked up when the atmosphere is penetrated by the interplanetary magnetic field. In addition, there is a related loss of neutrals from the region around the exobase due to collisions with some of these energized ions (sputtering, ion drag acceleration). There is also a potential for Earth-like polar wind escape of ions along draped interplanetary field lines with sufficient vertical components to support the creation of an ambipolar (charge separation) electric field (e.g. hartle and Grebowsky, 1990) , or enough divergence to enable mirror force-driven loss of ions heated at lower altitudes in nightside auroral processes. other losses due to fluid-like shear instabilities at the boundary of the solar wind and ionospheric plasmas have also been suggested based on irregular structures routinely observed near the ionopause on PVo [e.g. see Brace et al., 1982 Brace et al., , 1987 Brace et al., , 1990 Brace et al., , 1995 , but these ionospheric "clouds" and "tail rays" have not been confirmed as actually escaping. Figure 1 , presented earlier, summarizes the various oxygen escape processes envisioned acting today, which have presumably operated at some level throughout Venus' history.
Two major differences between the Martian and the Venus cases are the huge contrast in the (current) amount of atmosphere (~10 mb vs ~90 bar), and the planets' different proximity to the Sun (~0.7 Au vs ~1.5 Au). Mars also has lower surface gravity related to its smaller size, with an escape velocity for a particle near the surface of ~5 km/s compared to Venus' ~11 km/s. In common with Mars, the atmosphere of Venus (see Figure 8 ) is primarily Co 2 , with a predominantly o 2 + ionosphere, and contains very little water vapor relative to Earth. Both atmospheres lose water by photodissociation near the exobase at ~150-250 km altitude. Some of the hydrogen easily escapes by Jeans escape, charge exchange with solar wind protons, or energization by collisions with neighboring hot particles in the exosphere. [Donahue, 1999] however, it is the fate of the left-over oxygen that may hold the key to an evolutionary scenario involving a Venus ocean. Fegley [2004] points out that if Venus once had an Earthlike inventory of water, there is a major oxygen budget problem. The runaway greenhouse phase must have turned the ocean into a massive water vapor atmosphere, making it easy for the photodissociation process occurring in the upper layers to lead to the escape of the hydrogen component [e.g. see the discussions in Chassefiere, 1997; . unless the surface took up the oxygen left behind by oxidation of the rocks and soil, Venus would have been left with much more atmospheric oxygen than is present today. Yet the surface had to have overturned vigorously or over a long time to have digested the left-over oxygen by oxidation to great depth-and there is no sign of such vigorous (or long-duration) overturning in the available images from the Magellan radar. While Venus appears to have been resurfaced at some point in the last half billion years, it is generally considered that an ocean would have disappeared before that event. Could the great bulk of the oxygen have instead escaped to space? The intriguing aspect of this hypothesis is that we observe oxygen escaping today. If we can understand how to extrapolate similar escape back in time, we could make an educated guess as to its possibly critical role in Venus' history.
As discussed in the preceding section on the ionosphere, photochemistry in the Co 2 atmospheres of Venus and Mars is responsible for their primarily o 2 + ionospheres. This leads to the regular occurrence of a process called dissociative recombination in which pairs of suprathermal or hot o atoms are produced when o 2 + ions come into contact with a photoelectron. This process has been described by many authors including McElroy et al. [1982] , Nagy and Cravens [1988] and Fox and hac [1997] . The process produces an extended hot o corona that forms part of the Venus exosphere, but negligible directly escaping o, in contrast to Mars (e.g. see Kim et al., 1998) . For Venus oxygen, the primary route of present-day escape is via the solar wind acceleration of o + ions born in the hot o corona and the upper thermosphere whose vertical profile is shown in Figure 2 . As mentioned above, this acceleration of planetary ions is a comet-like process involving the solar wind convection electric field, E = -VxB (where V is the local plasma velocity and B the magnetic field) that effectively penetrates the atmosphere together with the draped interplanetary magnetic fields. The "picked-up" o + ions born in the upper atmosphere can be either swept into the wake, to be lost to space if their accelerated velocity exceeds the escape velocity, or they can impact the exobase region where they collide with other particles and deposit their energy in the upper atmosphere. Some of the returned ions are expected to sputter additional atmospheric neutral particles from the exobase, although this response has not been observationally verified [Luhmann and Kozyra, 1991] . Most of these neutrals simply contribute to the trapped suprathermal component of the exosphere, but a few have enough energy to directly escape. however, even those that are added to the nonthermal corona of Venus cycle back into the pickup ion source population in a feedback loop.
The PVo plasma analyzer results suggested o + escape rates of ~6 x 10 24 s -1 [McComas et al., 1986; Moore et al., 1990] . If these processes, and the photochemical losses described above, operated at their current rates for ~3.5 billion years, the estimated loss of oxygen is ~10 42 o atoms. one can calculate the o content of an Earth-like ocean of water that would need to be lost to explain Venus' current dry state as ~10 46 o atoms. At the current rate of escape, the loss falls short by a factor of ~10 4 . Even if the initial amount of water was less than Earth's inventory by a factor of ~0.2, as suggested by PVo measurements of the d/h ratio in Venus' atmosphere [Donahue, 1999] , it would still take several thousand times the current loss rate. But one needs to ask whether the current rate is appropriate, and under what circumstances it could have been much greater.
Solar History and Solar Variability
one of the greatest challenges to understanding planetary atmosphere evolution is the unknown history of the Sun. Solar history is constrained mainly by observations of stellar counterparts at various ages, and from inferences derived from the irradiation history of lunar samples and meteorites. Modern observations of early Sun-like stars confirm the expectation that they are more rapidly rotating than the current Sun, and hence more active, an interpretation consistent with observations in spectral lines such as CaK that are associated with solar activity [e.g. Ayres, 1995] . The stars suggest that the Sun may in fact have been dimmer overall, with reduced luminosity compared to today, but brighter at the short wavelengths critical to upper atmospheric heating and ionization. Moreover, if solar maximum is any indication, the higher intensities may be averages over a series of episodic increases at much greater levels than the typically stated increases of 2-4 times at EuV wavelengths of interest would suggest.
It has been previously pointed out that a higher solar EuV flux would produce more than a proportional increase in ion production and loss through its multiple roles in both enhancing upper atmosphere densities and increasing ion production. Preliminary modeling results based on these assumptions exist for Mars for the assumption of modest (<10x) past solar EuV flux increases . The measurements necessary to study the relationships between solar EuV fluxes and ion pickup and related sputtering are not currently available for either Mars or Venus (although the Venus Langmuir Probe provided an EuV proxy), although they are fully within our technical capabilities. But such observations must also include the response to brief extreme excursions in EuV fluxes of orders of magnitude due to solar events such as flares. Although flares occur only a fraction of the time, they are ubiquitous during solar maximum. They also provide the possibility of investigating the loss-process consequences of EuV enhancements of orders of magnitude, which Sun-like stars indicate were a common occurrence in the early solar system. A second less widely discussed but potentially important element of the early-Sun behavior may have been increased frequency of the coronal eruptions known as coronal mass ejections or CMEs. CMEs are the cause of almost every major high solar wind dynamic pressure episode experienced on the PVo mission (e.g. Lindsay et al., 1994 Lindsay et al., ,1995 . An example of these CME effects on the solar wind plasma and magnetic field is shown in Figures 10a and b , together with an interpretative illustration. These interplanetary disturbances from CMEs that routinely occur around solar maximum may have been more frequent and/or powerful in the first few billion years of the Sun's life. Their impact on planetary atmospheres like that of Venus has been examined only indirectly. however, PVo observations showed that they drive the solar wind interaction effects more deeply into the Venus atmosphere (e.g. dryer et al., 1982) . high solar wind pressure phenomena include magnetized ionospheres and "disappearing" nightside ionospheres, possible indications of significantly enhanced atmosphere escape [e.g. Cravens et al., 1982; Brace et al., 1995] . An especially auspicious combination for enhancing escape is a combination of the flare EuV effects on ion production and the penetration of the solar wind interaction effects together. While in isolated events the flare EuV enhancements precede the arrival of the interplanetary disturbances, temporally separating each of their effects by a few days, at solar maximum flaring can occur from repeating or independent sources during the passage of an ejected coronal cloud. however, the relevant pre-Venus Express instruments on PVo and Venera could not observe the consequences of these disturbed conditions on the ion escape-either due to instrumental or orbital or solar cycle sampling limitations.
Further episodic high solar wind dynamic pressure events and interplanetary field increases are caused by the passage of solar wind stream interaction regions [e.g. Taylor et al., 1985; Lindsay et al. 1994; Jian et al., 2006] . These produce spiral-shaped pressure ridges that may survive more than one solar rotation, giving the appearance of a repeating pattern of ~day-long high dynamic pressure intervals several times a month. Figures 11a and b show plasma and field data obtained on PVo during the passage of a stream interaction region near Venus, together with an illustration of the overall geometry of such structures in the heliosphere. While the stream interaction-associated increases rarely exceed those caused by CMEs, they are still a known second cause of ionospheric magnetization at Venus at solar maximum.
A simplified calculation suggests the potential importance of an experimental investigation. Suppose that the normal escape rate due to ion pickup and its sputtering consequences is conservatively estimated from the global integration of the neutral atmosphere density above the exobase (instead of the ionopause) and the rate of photoionization (neglecting the normally smaller contributions from solar wind electron impact and charge exchange with solar wind protons). If we ignore the solar cycle changes in the upper atmosphere (e.g. Fox and Sung, 2001) , and assume that under high dynamic pressure conditions, every ion produced above the exobase is either removed by pickup or has a sputtering yield of one, then the loss rates for solar minimum and maximum based on the average photoion production rates are roughly 2 x 10 26 s -1 and 5 x 10 26 s -1 , respectively. If these loss rates further do not change with time, the cumulative loss over 3.5 billion years is then ~10 44 , much greater than estimated above from the available PVo measurements. As pointed out by Brannon and Fox [1994] and Brace et al. [1995] , the ultimate regulators of escape to space are the processes that define the exobase composition and particle energetics. Brace et al. [1995] found that the atmosphere encountered on PVo can supply more than the necessary flux of oxygen ions to the exobase to feed these estimated greater loss rates. however, to lose the Earth-like ocean's oxygen content would require at least 100 times more loss.
The nature of solar EuV flux evolution may easily account for this factor. If we propose that the most significantly enhanced EuV flux prevailed in the first ~1.5 billion years of the period of present-day loss process domination, the o loss rate would have to be ~500 times greater than estimated here. In a simplified scenario in which solar EuV intensity, I, was about 65 times greater than present, simplified photochemistry suggests the ionsophere density was about sqrt(I) or 8 times greater. If the ionosphere enhancement of 8 times leads to a hot o corona enhancement of ~8 times, then the o + production rate in the corona (assuming it is optically thin) is ~65 x 8 or 520 times the PVo production. But is a factor of 65 in EuV flux over 1.5 billion years of solar history starting ~ 3.5 billion years ago a reasonable assumption? Ayres [1997] gives a flux range of only ~5-10 for the period 3.5-2.0 billion years ago based on observations of Sun-like stars.
our understanding of the EuV fluxes of solar type stars is rapidly increasing thanks to missions such as FuSE and Chandra, as well as improved ground-based observations. higher time and spatial resolution measurements are suggesting that these stars exhibit sporadic activity outbursts, rather than (or in addition to) continuously enhanced EuV and x-ray outputs. Ayres (1997) also notes that because early Sun-like stars may lack organized magnetic cycles, they can produce higher time-averaged photoionization rates than stars with well-behaved activity cycles like the Sun's. Consider the effect on the average EuV intensity of episodic events such as flares instead of a steady enhanced flux. The integration of episodic events occupying a small fraction of the time may make little contribution to the overall average but dominate the escape. For example, assume, as in the paragraph above, that the production rate of the main ionosphere goes as the square root of the EuV intensity, and that the resulting o coronal density produced from the ionosphere has a similar EuV dependence. If in addition we conservatively assume the only source of the pickup o + production is the photoionization of the hot o exosphere, the production of ions within the reservoir above the exobase goes as the EuV intensity to the 1.5 power. As noted above, a 65-fold enhancement in EuV flux over 3.5 billion years would be needed to create the necessary o + reservoir for escape. however, if we instead assume a 1000-fold EuV enhancement over present-day fluxes (not unusual for flares) ~10% of the time during the first 1.5 billion years, we can get the same total escape. This effect can be illustrated by simply integrating the escape flux assuming proportionality to I 1.5 , for the two hypothetical EuV intensity time histories in Figure 12 . In one case a steady EuV intensity enhancement of 16 is maintained, and in the other case an enhancement of 240 is assumed to last 1/15 of the overall time period shown. While the average EuV fluxes for these histories is nearly the same, the nonlinearly-related ion production rate is much greater for the case with the brief large enhancement. Note that CMEs or solar wind stream interactions occurring during the same period , either related or unrelated to the flaring region(s), must be sufficiently frequent to maintain (for much of the time) the upper ionospheric magnetization needed for ion pickup down to exobase levels through their associated solar wind pressure enhancements. Charge exchange and solar wind electron impact-related additional enhancements of ionization also accompany these periods of enhanced solar wind pressure due to the density and sometimes temperature increases in the compressed or shocked solar wind plasma. Thus ion production in the ion escape reservoir above the exobase at active times is greater than for undisturbed times even in the absence of ongoing flare EuV enhancements.
of course, in addition to uncertainties about the solar history, there are other caveats that must be considered in any historical extrapolation model. We note that the above speculations do not account for possible atmospheric chemistry differences in the past, and neglect likely significant contributions of accompanying thermospheric density changes -which may in fact serve to increase the o reservoir for pickup ion production in a higher solar EuV era. It has been suggested that mass loading of the solar wind plasma by the production of pickup ions will limit the escape rate by diminishing the resulting pickup ion velocities. however, as long as the average ambient plasma flow allows pickup velocities of >11 km/s to be attained, Venus gravity will not be sufficient to retain a particle with an appropriate outward trajectory. For ion pickup, the background flow velocity (in the plasma carrying the penetrated interplanetary magnetic field) can be even less because the ion can gain up to twice the background flow speed. Thus ~5.5 km/s would suffice if the picked up particle then left the influence of Venus' gravitational potential well (perhaps as a neutral from a charge exchange reaction in the ionosphere or exosphere). Note that 5 km/s flows are the order of the observed bulk thermal ion velocity in the thermosphere at the terminator observed on PVo [Knudsen and Miller, 1985] and attributed to antisolar ionospheric thermal plasma pressure gradient-driven flow. The key is that the ion needs to be produced in the essentially collisionless or weakly collisional region of the atmosphere near or above the exobase, and that region has to be magnetized, at least in places, with a component perpendicular to a locally flowing plasma (either solar wind or ionospheric) moving at least 5.5 km/s in the antisolar direction. Any EuV-related enhancements of either neutral atmosphere or ion production in this region increases escape, at least in principle. While ion acceleration by convection electric fields can also occur in magnetized collisional regions of the deeper atmosphere, any energy gained by the ion will be shared with neighboring particles-and probably diluted to below that needed to escape (e.g. an ion drag process instead of pickup). This latter scenario may be prevalent at times of current solar minimum activity. Although the ionosphere at solar minimum is expected to be magnetized most of the time, the low EuV fluxes will limit the escape rates.
Prospects for Progress
Venera first detected the escaping flux of planetary ions in the Venus wake [e.g. Vaisberg et al., 1995] , with PVo later improving on those observations [Mihalov and Barnes, 1982; McComas et al., 1986; Moore et al., 1990; Kasprzak et al., 1991; Mihalov et al., 1995; Luhmann et al., 2006] . Global loss rates could not be measured due to the limitations of both sets of instruments and of the spacecraft orbital sampling. Nevertheless estimates supported by these observations greatly exceed photochemical loss rates derived from fitting altitude profiles of the hot o corona obtained with the PVo uV Spectrometer measurements [Nagy et al., 1981] , and from calculations based on the observed ionospheric o 2 + source of the hot o [Nagy and Cravens, 1988] . Ion mass spectrometer and supporting measurements on Venus Express have the potential to much better constrain the o + (and other species) loss rates, as well as the associated atmospheric sputtering. But it will not be sufficient to simply measure these fluxes at any time, as they can give a false impression of the influence of these processes. on time scales ranging from the solar flare time scale of a few minutes, to the passage of an interplanetary coronal mass ejection or solar wind stream interaction region taking hours to days, to the monthly to decadal cycles of solar activity, one can expect to find sig-nificant variations that must be characterized to extrapolate related atmospheric oxygen losses into the past.
The Aspera-4 experiment on Venus Express coupled with the magnetometer is capable of measuring the local solar wind plasma and interplanetary field around apoapsis with sufficient detail to identify and characterize a passing CME or stream interaction region-associated disturbance (though such apoapsis observations are not routinely obtained at the time of writing). Interpretations of the observations from these investigations must consider that a flare on the Sun creates an impulse of energetic photons and associated atmospheric ionization that occurs within minutes of the solar event and then as rapidly fades. It may also be followed in a few tens of minutes by additionally ionizing solar energetic electrons and ions. But a CME disturbance is a relatively slow ejection of coronal material that plows through the ambient ~300-800 km/s solar wind at speeds of several hundred km/s up to 2500 km/s. This disturbance reaches Venus hours to several days after its eruption in the solar corona. It is typically observed in-situ as a sequence that begins with an interplanetary shock and associated increases in solar wind plasma density, velocity, and temperature that last a fraction of a day. Figure 10 shows an example of the interplanetary conditions accompanying a CME disturbance observed on PVo, together with an illustration of the interpretation. The initial period of dynamic pressure enhancement is followed by a longer period of often enhanced interplanetary magnetic field magnitude during which the field sometimes exhibits a slow rotation including unusual out-of-ecliptic orientations. The overall duration of the passing event is several days. At solar maximum activity levels, Earth experiences a few CME disturbances per month.
Many more CMEs occur on the Sun, but their interplanetary consequences have finite extent and may miss Venus' location in the solar system. Nevertheless, PVo observations showed that during the period around solar maximum, the chance of encountering a CME-related disturbance interacting with Venus is comparable [Lindsay et al., 1994; Mulligan et al., 1998; Jian et al., 2006] . Similarly, Figure 11 illustrates the solar wind stream structure and its appearance in PVo observations. An aim of Venus Express observations should be to observe the solar wind interaction response to these events both at periapsis and in the wake region, including confirmation of any ionospheric enhancement or magnetization, and to measure the pickup ion response. The longer time series of solar wind behavior in Figure 12 , from a year (1980) just prior to the solar maximum experienced on PVo, indicates there are numerous opportunities to catch the enhanced solar wind pressure periods and characterize their observable effects on oxygen escape.
ASPERA-4 and the Venus Express magnetometer investigators can analyze the atmospheric and ionospheric consequences of solar and interplanetary events in ways not possible on PVo. In particular, ASPERA-IMS can measure the pickup ion fluxes during these periods to see if they significantly increase as well as their energy spectrum, angular distribution, and composition. Together with the magnetometer observations, these measurements can establish whether the combination of a magnetized upper Venus atmosphere and high EuV flux during solar wind disturbance passage is a recipe for enhanced ion pickup and escape. The ASPERA-ELS can determine whether increased photoionization and/or electron impact ionization are occurring at the same time, while the magnitude of any EuV increase can be quantified from its photoelectron measurements. Evidence of additional charge exchange ion production can be inferred from the ASPERANPd observations. The ~250 km prime mission periapsis is, however, marginal for observing the magnetized upper ionosphere, although adjusted periapsis phases have been discussed for the extended mission. The new measurements can provide an observational basis for better sorting out effects and estimating the potential role of escape to space of oxygen from Venus over time, and whether or not it helps solve the problem of the fate of a Venus ocean. An extended Venus Express mission that both samples the plasma and fields to lower altitudes and the solar wind at apoapsis, and includes a higher solar activity period than the mission's first few years allow, is required for definitive observations of potentially history-defining episodes of Venus oxygen loss. Finally we note that at Solar minimum the Venus ionosphere may become magnetized at lower dynamic pressures than it solar maximum. Whether this magnetization acts as a shield or leads to further loss of atmosphere remains to be seen.
PRoBING ThE VENuS INTERIoR FRoM SPACE
Magnetism provides one of the few measurements that can provide information about the interior of a planet from well above its surface. We are interested in crustal magnetism as a clue to the history of the planetary magnetic field and the dynamo that might generate that field. We are curious about the existence and nature of any current dynamo action. We wish to use the induced fields associated with any large scale changes in the ionospheric magnetic field. These fields are all measurable to a certain degree from orbiters with low altitude ~150 km periapses but would be improved with balloon-borne measurements below the ionosphere.
Crustal Magnetism
Examination of the intrinsic magnetic field, whether it be the global field expected from a planetary dynamo, or the more localized field associated with magnetized crust was Illustration of two different hypothetical solar EuV flux time series, one of which has a small period of large enhanced flux and a smaller background flux, used to calculate pickup ion production as described in the text. It is assumed the ionosphere produced by these fluxes produces the exosphere, which is then ionized by the EuV to create the pickup ions. The enhanced flux case here plays the role of a solar activity-related enhancement. Production rates are significantly increased for this case, as shown in the legend box, even though the average EuV flux is nearly the same. most extensively carried out with the Pioneer Venus orbiter. The upper limit to the dipole field was 8.4 x 10 10 Tm 3 or 10 -5 of the terrestrial moment [Phillips and Russell, 1987] . The same study also searched for geographically correlated surface magnetism and found no evidence for such fields. We do not expect remanent magnetic fields on Venus because the high temperature at the surface, even though they do not rule out some long-lived crustal magnetism, requires that the thickness of crust that has temperatures below the Curie point is small. Thus the resulting magnetic field would be very small. While the discovery of such magnetic fields would be very important and therefore should be explored if at all possible, the expectation of such a discovery is slim. Yet there are reasonably achievable measurements that can be carried out relevant to these open questions.
Sounding the Interior Conductivity
The interplanetary disturbance that has become known as the interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME), mentioned earlier, is possibly the most significant agent for the removal of Venus oxygen, but it also provides a means of sounding the electrical conductivity of the interior of Venus. When the solar wind dynamic pressure is high as it is during an ICME, the altitude of the solar wind -ionosphere interface (the ionopause) drops, and the strong field of the magnetic barrier is pushed into a region of finite electrical resistivity in which the currents that flow to exclude the magnetic field from the interior of the plasma are too weak to exclude it and the ionosphere becomes magnetized. has modeled the lower boundary of the ionosphere to infer how strong the field below the ionosphere becomes based on PVo measurements of magnetized ionospheres. As illustrated in Figure 14 asymptotic field strengths of many 10's of nT are found. These, if monitored at different (atmospheric) sites around the planet with balloons say, could lead to an understanding of the size of the electrically conducting core of Venus. If the ionosphere allows step-function increases in the field strength to occur, the response of the induction currents to these sudden increases could provide information on the radial structure of the interior electrical conductivity. While it may be some time before a surface mission is realized, magnetometers at balloon altitudes and on probes can provide a first look at the magnetic fields below the ~150 km minimum periapsis of PVo. In the meantime the ASPERA-4 ELS experiment of Venus Express can provide some insights into the depths of penetration of the draped interplanetary fields from the photoelectrons that stream out of the ionosphere along them. The intensities of these photoelectron beams from Venus should be related to the altitudes to which the fields "probe" the ionospheric production layer. If Venus Express extended mission persists into the period where nightside ionospheric holes are present, ELS can also explore their depth and their connectivity to the interplanetary field.
LIGhTNING
A topic that unnecessarily became controversial during the Venera and Pioneer Venus epochs was the detection of lightning on Venus. Much of the evidence of lightning has been reviewed by Russell [1991] , and Grebowsky et.al [1997] who summarized the Venera and earlier Pioneer Venus data. Lightning was reported based on electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere from both the Venera 11-14 landers [Ksanfomality et al., 1983] , and Pioneer Venus when it penetrated the bottom of the ionosphere (Figure 15 , after Strangeway et al., 1993) . Pioneer Venus also detected electromagnetic signals in the magnetized ionosphere propagating in the whistler mode with properties expected for whistler mode waves [Strangeway, 1995, and references therein] . It detected signals that were electrostatic and non-propagating that could be the signature of electrical discharges to the ionosphere [Singh and Russell, 1986] . Radio waves were seen near Venus that appeared to be of the type usually associated with lightning on Earth [Gurnett et al., 1991] . Finally, lightning was detected optically from orbit on Venera 9 [Krasnopol 'sky, 1983] and from the Earth with a ground based telescope [Hansell et al., 1995] . As Figure 16 shows the Venera 9 and terrestrial telescopic observations are mutually consistent in their spatial distribution and consistent with the local time distribution from the plasma wave data on PVo [Russell, 1991] .
There have also been negative searches for lightning on Venus. Gurnett et al. [2001] argued that radio frequency bursts detected by Cassini during the Venus encounters were too weak or infrequent to be caused by lightning with terrestrial cloud-to-ground lightning properties. Gurnett et al. did allow for intracloud or cloud-to-ionosphere lightning. Since the cloud deck at Venus is around 50 km, intracloud and cloud-to-ionosphere lightning is much more likely than cloud-to-ground lightning.
one of the limitations of the Pioneer Venus observations was that the wave instrument only detected electric fields. Figure 15 . Electric field data acquired on the last orbit of Pioneer Venus. Four minutes of data are shown, with periapsis in the center of the plot. The spacecraft apparently dipped below the ionospheric density peak, and very strong electric field bursts were observed, stronger than any other electric field signals detected throughout the Pioneer Venus mission. These bursts are consistent with an atmospheric source, such as lightning. (After Strangeway et al., 1993) .
While there are strong arguments for suggesting that the 100 hz waves detected in and above the nightside ionosphere of Venus are indeed whistler-mode waves [Strangeway, 1995] , most notably that the burst rate for 100 hz waves maximizes when the magnetic field is vertical, it has been argued that such waves would excessively heat the ionosphere [Cole and Hoegy, 1996] . The arguments of Cole and hoegy are essentially based on steady state, and given the transient nature of the waves this may be invalid. Nevertheless, some heating should occur. how much heating depends on the energy flux of the waves. Russell et al. [1989] estimate electromagnetic energy fluxes of the order 10 -7 Wm -2 . Strangeway [2000] performed a calculation that included Joule dissipation and found that the bottomside of the ionosphere could be heated to several eV, assuming an energy flux a factor of 30 higher than that reported by Russell et al. [1989] . This amount of heating, while transitory, will almost certainly have consequences.
That lightning induced waves may heat the ionosphere is important as such heating may cause enhanced ionization and ionospheric escape. By the same token lightning of sufficiently high rate and energy will have consequences for the atmosphere. Recently Krasnopolsky [2006] reported observations of absorption features due to No in the Venus atmosphere. he argued that lightning is the only source for No in the lower Venus atmosphere, and further he estimated flash rates comparable to terrestrial rates (6 km -2 y -1 ), assuming typical terrestrial flash energies of 10 9 J.
While Krasnopolsky [2006] argues for lightning flash rates and energies comparable to terrestrial lightning to explain the No absorption features, the other data cited above are insufficient to fully constrain the properties of Venus lightning. does this lightning affect the chemistry of the Venus atmosphere as suggested by Krasnopolsky [2006] ? Are the lightning rate and current densities sufficient to be of danger to balloons and aerostats that we might desire to explore the Venus atmosphere? Can we better constrain the energy and flash rate of Venus lightning? Venus Express will help to answer these questions by providing observations of electromagnetic radiation that complements the Pioneer Venus electric field observations, as well as optical measurements of flash rates. [Hansell et al., 1995] . The square shows the location of the Venera observations [Krasnopolsky, 1983] . The optical observations are consistent with the distribution of bursts observed by the Pioneer Venus wave electric field instrument.
ing the upper atmosphere, the ionosphere and the solar wind interaction. Nevertheless, this knowledge still has a number of critical gaps. As described above, these gaps have consequences for our understanding of the nature of Venus and its evolution. Their resolution affects more than the aeronomical and solar wind interaction subdisciplines. Fortunately a new epoch of Venus exploration has begun and we may soon begin to understand whether and how much water was lost from Venus over time, more about the physics of the ionosphere, and even more about the interior of Venus from its effect on the induced magnetic field. Finally we have the possibility of resolving the controversy on the existence and effects of lightning at Venus.
